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Abstract: The debate comparing the benefits of measurement uncertainty (uncertainty in measurement, MU) with
total error (TE) for the assessment of laboratory performance continues. The summary recently provided in this
journal by members of the Task and Finish Group on Total
Error (TFG-TE) of the EFLM put the arguments into clear
perspective. Even though there is generally strong support
for TE in many laboratories, some of the arguments proposed for its on-going support require further comment.
In a recent opinion which focused directly on the TFGTE summary, several potentially confusing statements
regarding ISO15189 and the Evaluation of measurement
data – Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) were again promulgated to promote TE methods for assessing uncertainty in laboratory measurement.
In this opinion, we present an alternative view of the key
issues and outline our views with regard to the relationship between ISO15189, uncertainty in measurement and
the GUM.
Keywords: bias; estimated glomerular filtration rate
(eGFR); ISO15189; measurement uncertainty; total error;
uncertainty in measurement.
The debate comparing the benefits of measurement
uncertainty (uncertainty in measurement, MU) with total
analytical error (TAE or TE) for the assessment of laboratory performance continues. The summary provided in
this journal by members of the Task and Finish Group on
Total Error (TFG-TE) of the EFLM put the arguments into
a
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clear perspective [1]. The arguments, both for and against,
were presented in an even-handed and scientific manner.
Even though there is generally strong support for TE in
many laboratories, some of the arguments proposed for
its on-going support require further comment. In a recent
opinion which focused directly on the TFG-TE summary
[2], several potentially confusing statements regarding
ISO15189 and the Evaluation of measurement data – Guide
to the expression of uncertainty in measurement (usually
referred to as the GUM) [3, 4] were again promulgated in
order to promote TE methods for assessing uncertainty
in laboratory measurement. Even though we have tried
to address some of these issues previously, the misunderstandings appear to continue [5]. In this opinion, we
present an alternative view of the key issues in order to
guide those who may accept all of the Westgard statements at face value.
This opinion is not in itself a criticism of the TE
concept, but an alternative view regarding some of the
reasons advanced for its preference over MU. We can
certainly agree with many of Westgard’s comments, but
those relating to ISO15189 and the requirements for a
GUM “bottom-up” approach appear misleading. We also
believe that whatever can be achieved by TE can also be
achieved by MU and GUM; but the reverse is not necessarily true (that is, not everything that can be achieved by MU
and GUM can also be achieved by TE).
As there are several important concepts interwoven within the Westgard article [2], it is difficult to know
where to actually start. However, we assume readers will
be familiar with the total error concept and the definition
of uncertainty in measurement (which is a very general
and widely applicable definition) [6]. Our main comments
with regard to the Westgard article are:
1. In the Westgard article, there is the implication that
ISO15189 required MU to be evaluated according to the
GUM [2]. In particular, “TAE vs. MU became an issue
when ISO15189 was published in 2007 and required
that ‘uncertainty of results’ be considered in the
accreditation of a medical laboratory … Another ISO
document, GUM became the obvious source for this
new requirement …”. More definitive statements to
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this effect are provided on the Westgard internet site
[7, 8]. To start, ISO15189 was first formally published
in 2003 and not 2007 as indicated in the Westgard
article. However, all editions of ISO15189 certainly
did require the assessment of MU, but the implication
that MU must be determined by the GUM “bottom-up”
approach is incorrect. ISO15189 has never mandated
the “bottom-up” approach, has never included GUM
as a normative reference, and only mentioned GUM
as a subsidiary reference in a bibliography [3, 9–11].
This lack of specification has enabled laboratories to
choose the procedure (or combination of procedures)
which may be used to demonstrate their performance
quality. Since its inception in 2003, ISO15189 has
never suggested any particular approach for determining MU. Westgard is certainly correct in stating
that the 2012 edition of ISO15189 does give some suggestions as to how internal quality control (IQC) data
may be used for determining MU, but this still does
not specify a particular procedure [3].
VIM provides the definitive definition of MU [6]: Clause
2.26 states measurement uncertainty is a “non-negative
parameter characterizing the dispersion of the quantity values being attributed to a measurand, based on
the information used”. There is nothing about how
the uncertainty inherent in all laboratory results is
to be calculated, quantified or described. Total error
is not mentioned but nor is any alternative method,
so perhaps ISO15189 is not as restrictive as has been
suggested. In some regard, MU can be considered as
just another jargon, which replaces imprecision and
bias (systematic error). The narrow definition of MU
implied throughout the Westgard article overlooks
the wider view allowed by GUM itself and the “topdown” procedures described by several professional
organizations at an early stage in the development of
MU applications. Such early examples of a suggested
“top-down” approach were available in the Handbook
for the calculation of measurement uncertainty in environmental laboratories (2003) [12]; EA guidelines on
the expression of uncertainty in quantitative testing
(2003) [13]; and somewhat later in Eurolab, Guide to
the evaluation of measurement uncertainty for quantitative test results (2006) [14].
The first edition of ISO15189 was released in 2003 [10],
with government-funded pathology services in Australia requiring full ISO15189 accreditation in 2005.
All pathology laboratories (and many POCT facilities)
which receive government funding (including fee for
service payments) are accredited to this ISO standard.
Even though a mandatory accreditation scheme had

been in operation for many years before the introduction of ISO15189, its introduction was achieved in a
progressive manner with time for laboratories to seek
assistance if this was required. Any suggestion that a
full “bottom-up” GUM approach should be used for
routine pathology testing was never seriously contemplated. All laboratories had existing quality procedures based on IQC and external proficiency testing
(external quality assessment, EQA) already mandated
by the national accreditation scheme. Imprecision
(standard deviation, standard uncertainty) was determined from replicate measurements of control material over an extended period (intermediate precision),
and bias from EQA when direct traceability studies
were impractical or unavailable. Some laboratories
used total error methods while some preferred the
separate representation of imprecision and bias. The
widely utilized (within Australia) guide, The uncertainty of measurement in quantitative medical testing
– A laboratory implementation guide [15], published
by the AACB in 2004 to assist with the introduction
of ISO15189, provided a mixture of total error and MU
procedures. In most circumstances, a change of terminology was all that was required, with a possible
extension to include a fitness for purpose component
[15]. Irrespective of the suggestions for a “top-down”
approach as described in various early editions of
well publicized guidelines [12–14], laboratories were
free to choose whatever procedure they considered
appropriate. The chosen approach was then more
generally applied to all quantitative test procedures
within that laboratory. In the same manner that
ISO15189 does not mandate any particular procedure
for assessing laboratory performance, we understand
that the requirements of CLIA are similar.
4. We can certainly agree that the main difference
between total error and GUM is the treatment of bias
(systematic error). This topic has indeed provided
much debate in the medical sciences literature and
is still on-going, with various alternative procedures
having been devised which take the effect(s) of bias
into account [16, 17]. Bias in analytical methods (and
method instrument combinations) is a significant
issue for many medical laboratory tests. However,
having separate procedures for the representation of
imprecision and bias is simple and inherently logical.
The ISO15189 requirement is to document (and understand) the particular process chosen.
5. Even though the Westgard article discusses bias with
respect to its inclusion in the TE procedure, other
useful approaches for the treatment of bias are not
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considered. In particular, the VIM definition of MU
allows for the inclusion of “components arising from
systematic effects” as may occur in estimates of
intermediate precision (for example, where changes
in bias may arise as a result of a change in calibrator or reagent). In addition, with instrument and
method group differences for many measurands
clearly evident in EQA reports, alternative strategies
such as test “harmonization” are being developed
to minimize bias [18], or where result interpretation
is by comparison to a population reference interval
or by comparison to a previous result, the effect of
bias is largely irrelevant provided it remains analytically consistent and consistent with the comparator.
Meanwhile, we certainly agree with Westgard that in
situations where bias can be reduced or eliminated,
both TE and MU essentially become an assessment of
imprecision. Whatever method is chosen to provide
an uncertainty estimate, GUM outlines the manner in
which this can be described in the form of a standard
deviation.
Since its introduction in 1993, the GUM has provided
the basic framework for evaluating MU. In contrast to total error, the preferred GUM approach is
based on the assumption that all systematic errors
are identified and corrected at an early stage in the
measurement process. The quality of a measurement
is then expressed by taking account of the uncertainty associated with random errors plus the uncertainty associated with any correction for systematic
error (bias). However, section F.2.4.5 of the GUM
specifically describes the procedure where a significant systematic effect may be taken into account by
enlarging the uncertainty assigned to the result: “An
example is … replacement of an expanded uncertainty U with U + b, where U is an expanded uncertainty obtained under the assumption b = 0”. This
situation is directly comparable to the calculation
of total error where the uncertainty includes both an
imprecision and bias component. However, having
given some credence to the total error approach, the
preferred GUM p
 rocedure is to evaluate random and
systematic uncertainties separately. Supporters of
GUM actually prefer the separate reporting or representation of imprecision and bias. This separate representation of imprecision and bias in many respects
is essentially equivalent to the bias versus imprecision plots or method decision charts described by
Westgard [19].
“Ignoring the uncertainty in the estimate of the bias
is seldom a problem because it is small compared
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with the estimate of the SD for imprecision and small
compared with the uncertainty in the estimate of that
SD, which is ignored in the MU methodology” [2].
This is another statement with which we have some
concern. It is presented as a generally applicable
concept which suggests that the uncertainty in the
bias is always less than the uncertainty in the tests
imprecision (“the uncertainty in the estimate of that
SD”). It is certainly true that GUM procedures rarely
take the uncertainty of the imprecision into account,
and total error methods do not take the uncertainty
in the bias or the uncertainty in the reference procedure into account. However, to state that one is
clearly less than the other is not necessarily true. As
bias is generally evaluated as the difference between
a test measurement and a reference measurement
performed on the same material (specimen), the
uncertainty in the bias is essentially the uncertainty
associated with the reference measurement procedure. In practice however, the uncertainty in the bias
may not be significantly different to the imprecision
of the laboratory test procedure. This has been demonstrated recently in a comparison of method imprecision, method bias and uncertainty in the bias for
seven key measurands by Padoan et al. [20], which
clearly shows that bias and its uncertainty can rival
method imprecision as a principal contributor to the
overall MU. It can also be observed with regard to
the specified uncertainties for reference methods or
reference materials as described in the Joint Committee for Traceability in Laboratory Medicine (JCTLM)
database [21], with uncertainty values often similar
to the corresponding routine laboratory test procedure. The uncertainty in the imprecision (Δu) of
the test measurement can be easily calculated as
outlined previously [22]. It is largely dependent on
the degrees of freedom associated with the estimation of the imprecision of the test procedure (that
is; the number of observations associated with the
calculation of the imprecision derived from IQC).
For many (most?) routine assays in the clinical laboratory, this number can easily exceed 100 or more.
For 50 replicate assays used to determine imprecision from IQC, Δu = 10% of the estimated method
imprecision (standard uncertainty) value. For 100
replicate assays, Δu = 7% of the estimated imprecision; and for 200 replicate assay, Δu = 5% of the
estimated imprecision. An example comparing the
Sigma-metric approach to alternative procedures
which include the uncertainty associated with the
reference method has been described [17].
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8. Finally, an important point on which we can all agree.
In his article, Westgard suggests that “The major
advantage claimed for the MU methodology is that
the estimates of uncertainty from different sources
can be combined to estimate the uncertainty of a
larger process, e.g. the uncertainty of the total testing
process could be estimated from the individual uncertainties of the preanalytic, analytic, and postanalytic
phases” [2]. This statement in effect acknowledges the
position taken by the TE-TFG in their report regarding
the value of being able to combine uncertainty components, particularly if this can be expanded to include
the diagnostic uncertainty of the whole testing process
[1]. In theory this is true, but for this to occur, there is
a requirement to define the various uncertainty components in numeric terms (as standard uncertainties).
Thus, with the exception of the various components
of biological variation which are already aggregated
and disaggregated with each other and with analytical MU using the ‘root-sum-square’ procedure, most
preanalytical and postanalytical uncertainties have
not (as yet) been numerically described. This would
also apply to the concept of diagnostic uncertainty as
outlined by Theodorsson [23] and by comments in the
TE-TEG report [1]. As further suggested by Westgard
“This paradigm shift to diagnostic uncertainty is a
lofty and revolutionary goal for the future; however,
it must be achieved by the evolution of existing quality management practices that deal with the reality
of laboratory medicine and the theory of metrology.”
[2]. ISO15189:2012 also acknowledges this fact by specifically suggesting that “The relevant uncertainty
components are those associated with the actual
measurement process, commencing with the presentation of the sample to the measurement procedure
and ending with the output of the measured value”
(note 1 to item 5.5.1.4) [3]. The well-known ‘root-sumsquare’ procedure, which is used to determine the
uncertainty of a calculated quantity when given the
uncertainties of measured input values (for relatively
‘simple’ linearly related terms such as serum anion
gap) [15], is essentially a GUM procedure. The aggregation of uncertainties from the inputs to a measurement equation in order to provide the uncertainty of
the output (or calculated quantity value) is indeed a
real (and underutilized) benefit of the GUM approach.
Simple examples have been described on numerous occasions [15, 22, 24], but the real benefit of the
GUM can be shown by its application to more complex
examples and to the inclusion of subjective (expert)
opinion through a numerical estimation of a type B

uncertainty. The GUM describes how MU may appear
as random variations in repeated measurements, as
uncertainty documented from previous experience or
as uncertainty estimated by professional judgement.
The introduction of numerical terms that describe the
various c omponents of diagnostic uncertainty or the
preanalytical and postanalytical uncertainty components not currently so described, may well be included
by this GUM specific procedure. However, the Westgard statement that “The TAE model can be expanded
to include a ‘clinical decision interval model’…” will
also require the additional components to be described
in numerical terms (by the GUM approach?). In situations where uncertainty can already be described in
numerical terms the GUM propagation procedures provide a clear benefit. For example, the uncertainty of
the calculated serum free testosterone given the uncertainties of the measured serum sex hormone binding
globulin and total testosterone, can only be derived
using the GUM approach [25, 26], or the uncertainty in
the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) given
the uncertainties in the various input quantities to the
eGFR when using either the MDRD equation [25] or the
CKD-EPI equation [26, 27]. In a similar manner to the
propagation of measurement uncertainties, the propagation of biological variation in the eGFR equation has
also been described using a procedure derived from
the GUM [27].
In summary, both total error and GUM-style MU procedures contribute to an understanding of uncertainty in
measurement as it relates to medical testing laboratories.
In many respects, they provide similar information which
may be utilized to determine analytical method performance and to demonstrate the quality of laboratory results
for accreditation purposes. However, whatever method is
chosen to provide an uncertainty estimate, GUM outlines
the manner in which this can be described in the form of
a standard deviation.
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